Abstract
Introduction
Testing is an essential part of software development. Unfortunately, it is very often misunderstood. It is not only the last phase of a hierarchy of development phases but an essential part of each single phase. Each one comprises refinements and instantiations of entities of the previous phase. Consequently, the results of each phase have to be checked against requirements and consistency. Therefore, test and verification has to be an essential part of the whole process.
The situation is much worse in case of parallel and distributed programs. In this area not even an accepted design paradigm has yet emerged. Testing of parallel programs is still an isolated task [?] instead of being a part of the whole development cycle. Only a few approaches exist which embed testing in the whole process [?, ?] . However, typically information gets lost from step to step. The most promising specification paradigm is object-oriented design of parallel or distributed programs [?] . It provides a simple and intuitive way of describing distributed elements of the computation.
Our work which we present here, attempts to overcome deficiencies in the development of parallel and distributed programs. It is based on object-oriented design and temporal logic specifications of global states. We derive enough information to select test cases of nondeterministic programs by the use of control patterns.
The article is organized as follows: in the next section, first we motivate our approach and give a coarse grained overview.
Section ?? presents our object-oriented modeling environment and the sequencing section introduces a temporal logic for the description of requirements. Before we describe the way of testing parallel programs with control patterns (section ??), the steps of transformation and verification are discussed. Finally, a model checking (section ??) approach is applied to evaluate test runs with respect to logic formula.
Motivation
Distributed systems are becoming more and more important by the fact that computing resources are no more limited to dedicated locations. We need a method that covers not only single aspects of the software life cycle to develop distributed systems . The software development environment should consist of a set of integrated tools that cover the following phases: analysis, design, implementation, and testing.
In our opinion such a set of tools should comprise the following three characteristics: First, the notation for analysis and design should be graphical and easy to understand. Second, the notation should be formal to create unambiguous specifications. The third characteristic requires the ability to check whether specifications satisfy given properties.
Our understanding of an integrated software development is represented in Figure ? ?.
Object-oriented methods are a powerful approach to model the real world. Examples for object-oriented methods are UML [?] , or Shlaer/Mellor [?] . Especially distributed systems can be described very elegantly. The system consists of several objects which are located on virtual nodes. The objects communicate via method calls.
Generally, object-oriented methods model the real world from different views: The data view describes the structural aspects of the object system like class declarations and relationships between classes. The behavioral view concentrates on collaborations and interactions between the objects. The architectural view specifies the architecture of the system as for example the distribution of objects. This allows to reduce the complexity of the specification. But object-oriented methods mostly lack a solid formal basis which especially leads to unambiguous descriptions of the behavioral view. 00000000000  00000000000  00000000000 00000000000  11111111111  11111111111  11111111111 11111111111  00000000000  00000000000  00000000000 00000000000  11111111111  11111111111  11111111111 11111111111   00000000000  00000000000  00000000000 00000000000  11111111111  11111111111  11111111111 
Figure 1. Complete Test Cycle
We present an object-oriented specification method that has a solid formal basis and that offers powerful models for describing the behavioral view. An advantage of a formal specification is that it allows to check whether the system satisfies certain properties. But when automatically verifying larger systems the problem of state explosion arises which often overextends verification tools. To overcome this problem we only can do testing.
In software development is it very important to detect design errors a very early stage. Therefore, we make the attempt to verify the system respectively its design. If the complexity of verification makes it infeasible, we use testing to validate the system. Besides that, we need an appropriate mean to express properties the system should satisfy. Therefore, we have developed an object-oriented temporal logic. This logic can both be used for verification and testing. To achieve our goal we investigate in the synergy of operational semantics and axiomatic semantics.
There are several methods that allow the modeling of distributed systems and the verification of certain properties, as for example petri nets [?], or SDL [?] . There are also approaches like PARSE [?] that map object-based models to formal models like for example petri nets. In contrast to our approach their approach is not fully object-oriented and their formal model can't deal with the dynamic creation of objects respectively threads. Besides that, we focus on specificationbased testing when to prevent the state-explosion problem.
Object-oriented Modeling
Because of a missing formal basis, object-oriented description techniques often do not have clear semantics. This is due to the fact that they only model the system looking at some scenarios that should happen. But they don't provide means to totally specify the dynamic behavior of the system. Therefore, in our approach we combine the power of workflow descriptions and object-oriented models. This provides means to exactly model the dynamic behavior of distributed systems and the operational semantics of workflows can be adapted to other object-oriented models used in our approach. An important aspect is that we explicitly allow the dynamic creation of objects and flows of control. Workflow descriptions are based on petri nets and therefore they are well-suited to describe the dynamic system behavior. The workflow diagram shows the highlevel dynamic aspects of the distributed system. The whole system may contain several workflows that consist of activities and containers. Activities may take objects from containers, work on them and pass them to other activities or put them in containers. The execution of an activity corresponds to the execution of a certain method. To each activity we assign an instance which offers this method. Every time the activity should be executed the instance's method will be called. There may even be more than one instance assigned to an activity. The system's context defined in the instance diagram will specify which instance's method should be performed. Besides that, pre-and post-conditions can be defined that specify local conditions which have to fulfilled before or after the execution of a particular activity. The workflow diagram implicitly contains semantics for thread creation and termination. Causally independent parts of a workflow can be executed in different threads. Figure ? ? shows a workflow description which contains two subworkflows. One workflow goes from container a to container b and the other goes from container b to container c. Whenever the start activity of a subworkflow get its data objects the subworkflow can start. The right subworkflow is sequential and will create no more implicit threads. The left subworkflow contains an AND-split which causes the creation of another thread. One of these threads terminates at the AND-join before activity 4.
Object behavior chart: Object behavior charts (OBC) can be seen as a graphical programming language that offers typical language constructs like call, state change, iteration, return, if-then or object creation. Additionally, constructs like explicit thread creation, non-deterministic choice or constructs for synchronization are available. Using OBC we specify what happens if an objects method is called. Figure ? ? shows an OBC-description of the producer-consumer-scenario. Assume the producers method produce() is called. For each of the produced items the producer will call the bench's method append(). When this method is called it first waits until the bench has the state not full. After that the bench will store the item and the state of the bench will change. At this abstract level of description the bench object has nondeterministic behavior. After appending an item the bench can be full or not full and not empty. To model this situation we use a nondeterministic-branch statement.
Instance diagram: This diagram shows the instances that exist at system start. It shows how the instances know of each other, that means to which instances their reference variables refer. It also describes on which virtual nodes the instances are located.
A great advantage of this approach is that we don't have a break between the dynamic aspects of the end users' business processes and the object-oriented models of the system to build. This is because workflow models are well-suited to describe business processes and we have the ability to refine these business processes using objects and their interactions.
Temporal Logic
In the previous section we have introduced object-oriented specifications of parallel and distributed systems in DOSL. The temporal logic to describe requirements of a DOSLspecification is a linear time logic which have to be satisfied by all runs of the DOSL specification.
Runs of DOSL specifications are represented by state action nets which we have used in [?] and [?] to describe runs of parallel and distributed programs. State action nets are occurrence nets [?] with specific nodes. These specific nodes are local states which are places containing information local to a control flow and actions representing executions of statements of the source code. A local state s contains: the identification of the control flow (tid(s)) to which it belongs. information about the methods being recursively executed at s (stack(s)). values (val(obj; var; s)) for each variable var of an object obj visible in the methods of stack(s).
Finite occurrence nets containing only actions and local states are called state action nets (SANs).
In a distributed environment different kinds of requirements arise. First, requirements on states of one control flow arise as for example that states of two objects known to a control flow should not be related in a certain way. Second, they have to satisfy requirements on the causal dependencies in SANs, as for example data flow dependencies between different control flows. Specifying only causal dependencies, it is not possible to describe global properties like freeness of deadlocks. Therefore, we introduce a possibility to describe global states of an SAN as well as how global states are changed.
A global state of an SAN is a maximal set of local states which are mutual causally independent. The execution of actions at global states is the same as firing transitions at certain cases of a petri net (c.f.
[?]).
Focusing on systems with dynamic creation of objects as well as control flows, it is necessary to handle the identification problem of dynamically created objects in static descriptions of requirements. One solution which is also taken in TSL [?], a language for debugging Ada tasking programs, is to use placeholders for identifiers of objects. We call placeholders for objects object identifier variables (OIVs) and placeholders for control flows thread identifier variables (TIVs).
The temporal logic which we use to describe the requirements of an object-oriented distributed system, consists of four tiers. In this fact it is similar to TLA [?] .
The first tier is the local tier. It describes properties of local states of an SAN. The logic is a propositional logic which allows to use names of variables, functions and relations of DOSL to compose predicates over variables. To describe which methods of the DOSL specification are executed in the preceding action, predicates start.m, in.m and term.m describe that the execution of a method m has started, a statement of m was executed, or the execution of m has finished. To uniquely identify variables they are described by ovarfclassg:var, where var is the name of the variable, class is the name of the class in which var is declared and ovar is an OIV to identify the object of class class to which var belongs. The identification of methods is done in the same way by ovarfclassg:m, where m is the name of a method.
An expression of the logic may be built from predicates by the usual logical operations. A formula tvar:(p) consisting of a TIV tvar and an expression p, described by tvar the control flow in which an expression p should be satisfied. The semantics of placeholders is given by an assignment of identifiers of dynamic created objects or control flows to placeholders. In this way, a predicate can be undefined if an object assigned to a placeholder is not known by s or is not of the specified class. The fourth tier is the object tier. This tier allows to constrain the formulas such that they are only satisfied or unsatisfied if certain conditions on the assignment hold. The A formula of the logic is satisfied by a DOSL specification if it is satisfied or undefined by all global states and all assignments of all runs of the DOSL specification. It is unsatisfied by a DOSL specification if there exist a run of it and a global state together with an assignment of this run such that the formula is unsatisfied by the global state and the assignment.
The temporal logic is used to specify the requirements which have to be satisfied by the DOSL specification. The temporal logic formulas are the basis for automatic verification and specification based testing described in the following sections.
Verification and Transformation
Describing a distributed system using the above mentioned models results in an operational and therefore executable specification of the system. This leads to interesting properties like simulating distributed systems. As we will describe later we are able to generate traces from simulations. These traces can be used to generate state action nets as we have already mentioned in [?] . In section ?? the model checking of SANs with respect to formulas of the object-oriented temporal logic introduced in the previous section is described.
Verifying a property can be done by looking at each of the possible runs of the system and check if the property holds for each run. Currently we are working on a mechanism that generates all possible runs of the system. It is clear that verification is very time and space consuming. But at the early stages of system development the state space of the specification should be small enough so that verification can be done.
With the aim of verifying the systems' design we try to keep the state space of the system as small as possible. Therefore, we try to reduce the possibly infinite state space of the real world to a finite state system by allowing only a finite set of objects which all have a finite state space At this high level of abstraction we describe the behavior of an object using a finite set of states, see Figure ? ?. When doing low-level design we will also introduce variables based on basic data types like integer or character. The objects can have an infinite state space and the verification of many properties would be impossible. Therefore, the only way to check if the system satisfies properties is testing. The program we want to test doesn't contain any abstract states but expressions with basic data types. But the properties we want to check may contain abstract states. Therefore, we need a mechanism to transform formulas with abstract states into formulas which contain only low-level states of basic data types.
To solve this problem we have invented transformation mechanisms. Let's assume the bench in the producerconsumer-example uses a ring buffer to store its items. The ring buffer is implemented as an array data of length len and indices first and last. The user has to specify conditions using these variables that correspond to the states Empty, Full and NotEmptyAndNotFull, as for example Empty := (first == last), Full := ((last -first + 1) % len == 0) and NotEmptyAndNotFull := not (first == last) and not ((last -first + 1) % len == 0). Using these mappings we are able to transform formulas which contain abstract states into formulas which contain only basic data types. The user has to refine his specification and a possible refinement is shown in Figure ? ?. 
Figure 4. Transformed OBC-description of the producer-scenario
The object-oriented specification, especially the instance diagram, describes the initial state of the distributed system. The workflow model and the object behavior chart descriptions specify the possible control flows and the actions they are performing.
When executing the specification the corresponding state action net can be built on-the-fly. This net shows the state of each control flow and the causal dependencies between them that occur when accessing common objects. The actual state of a control flow corresponds to the state of the object in which the control flow just performs actions. Dependencies between control flows occur if they have to synchronize in order to have access to a common object. When an objects state changes this new state will be used for all control flows from that time on.
Another interesting point is that we are able to reduce the size of the state action net. This can be done modifying the granularity of actions. The execution of certain methods can be treated like the execution of a single action. Methods that should be executed as a single action can be defined in the object-oriented models.
We now introduce a mechanism to uniquely represent a run of the distributed system. Therefore, we have invented a structure called Nondeterministic Behavior Description (NBD), that records the nondeterministic behavior of the system. The two kinds of nondeterminism in a distributed system that are described using our approach are the order in which different control flows access common objects and the choice a control flow makes when executing a nondeterministic choice statement. Additionally, an NBD-structure contains the causal order of each control flows' entries.
An NBD-structure leads to a very compact representation of a run which will be very useful for the test phase as described in section ??.
Obviously, we are able to generate a state action net from a given NBD-structure by executing the system as defined in the NBD-structure. But the greatest value of the NBD-structure is that it allows to generate all possible runs of the system and therefore all possible state action nets. From a local point of view two different runs of the system have two different corresponding NBD-structures. So, we manipulate the NBDstructure to obtain another run.
This can be done by either changing the order of two causally independent accesses to a common object or by making another decision when a control flow executes a nondeterministic choice statement. A change in the NBD-structure affects the behavior of the system so we have to compute the parts of the state action net respectively parts of the NBDstructure which are causally dependent on that change.
This mechanism can be used to develop an algorithm that generates all possible state action nets. In order to avoid multiple construction of the same state action net one has to store all generated NBD-structures. Every time a state action net is complete we will check if the specified properties hold. Normally, we won't have to consider all possible runs of the system.
Testing
Testing always comprises the test case specification and specified expected results. In a parallel or distributed computing environment there is the need to extend the common notion of test cases. Due to the fact that this sort of programs are inherently nondeterministic, we need some means to eliminate nondeterminism for test runs. Otherwise we would not be able to compare the actual results with expected results, since they do not necessarily correlate. If we are able to produce a deterministic test run, we finally compare the result with the general requirements of the specification, and we analyze the recorded behavior with respect to the logic formula. In this section we will describe means for the specification of parallel test cases.
The specification is based on an independent model of executions called POEM (Parallel Object Execution Model). A POEM is independent of the specification technique as well as from the chosen programming paradigm. It fits best in object-oriented environments although it was not developed for them. A POEM consists of two object sets, the set of Execution Objects and a set of Common Objects and a relation between them, the accesses. While Execution Objects represent the threads of execution, i.e. processes, threads, or tasks, Common Objects are responsible for the communica-tion. A Common Object is the medium for communication of Execution Objects. At the level of implementation this might be a shared variable or a communication channel. A detailed presentation can be found in [?] .
The POEM representing the example is shown in Figure  ? ?. All elements of a POEM can either be derived from objectoriented diagrams or from simulations of the specification. Execution Objects are already a part of the workflow diagram, where they form threads of activities. Another point we can derive from this diagram is the number of incarnations of a thread. Furthermore, the simulation can provide us with more detailed information. Common Objects can be retrieved as soon as we have all threads. With the knowledge of all threads, the class diagram, and the workflow diagram accesses to remote non-active objects can be derived. These objects are classified as Common Objects. Finally, we need sets of accesses for each thread of execution. We gather all method invocations to non-active objects by active objects, i.e. by Execution Objects. That way, we can build a complete POEM from the specification (see Figure ?? ).
In addition, the simulation of the specification can deliver valuable information about race spots [?] . A race spot is a Common Object where the sequence of accesses is not predefined by the specification and the implementation itself. This information is inferred from the NBD structures.
The next step is to cover the problem of nondeterminism. Taylor et. al [?] suggested to use a scheduler based approach which does not seem to be suitable in practice since schedulers are in general not accessible. Therefore, we have decided to use a pattern oriented approach. The so-called Control Patterns describe access sequences to Common Objects or a set of Common Objects. The notation is similar to regular expressions and adapted to describe access sequences. On one hand, Control Patterns must be able to describe typical access sequences in an
Iterative or cyclic accesses are hard to describe because we do not always know in advance, when they will terminate. This causes some trouble during the specification. We introduced some operations that are tailored for this problem. First of all if the number of repetitions is known, e.g. five, this can be specified directly: access 5 . In case the number is not known exactly, but we know it has to take place at least once but at most x times we write: access +x . Furthermore, we can sometimes conclude, that the iteration is finished by an access to another Common Object. This is denoted by EO! which means, the Execution Object EO is guaranteed the highest priority at this Common Object as long as it does not access another one. Similar to the exclamation mark is the '#' operation which simply stops the corresponding Execution Object if a blocking situation at the actual or another Common Object occurs. A summary of pattern operations can be found in Table ? ?. In practice, we will find mixtures of these access types as the example of Table ? ? shows. The pattern is dedicated to Common Object CO1 and it forces an access sequence with a starting access of Execution Object EO x , followed by five read accesses of EO y and finally, EO z is allowed to access CO1 as long as it does not access another Common Object or it is not blocked.
Table 1. Operations of control patterns and an example
Basic operations: a a 0 -indicating that a has to be fulfilled before a 0 , a x -a must be fulfilled exactly x times a +x -a must be fulfilled at least once and at most x times Extended Operations a! -a has the highest priority at Common Object as long as it does not access another Common Object or it is blocked respectively.
a# -a has the highest priority at Common Object as long as it is not blocked.
Example: P attern(C O1) : EOx EOy :read 5 EOz !
In addition Control Patterns are adaptive. With transition rules it is possible to adapt Control Patterns at runtime to specific execution phases like initialization or computation. The active set of sub patterns can be modified at selected runtime events with specific transition operations. The transition ex activates sleeping patterns, while n ex deactivates pattern. Furthermore, we offer a special operation for resetting the state of a pattern, denoted ? ex .
With the help of Control Patterns it is possible to describe a deterministic execution of a parallel program. The communication can be fixed and there are no more degrees of freedom with respect to access sequences. Now we know how to derive the basic model for testing and we have a language to describe access sequences. In the remainder of this section we present a way how to get information about where and how to specify Control Patterns. At the current stage of our development, we are not able to provide an automatic generation of control patterns. But we support the user with essential information about critical sections. First, we get race spots and requirements that have to be satisfied during an execution from the specification. The race spots present the affected Common Objects. This is the first step to select specific Common Objects. In the second step let us take a look at the logic formulas of the requirements. Logic formulas describe properties of objects that have to be satisfied during an execution. The states of these objects are especially interesting, because if restrictions are violated, i.e., that properties are not true, an error is detected. Now, we have two sets of objects which may either be disjunctive or have common subsets. If some element is part of both sets, the person who is in charge of testing can immediately describe some patterns for this Common Object. In the other case, we need additional information about relations between elements of disjunctive parts of the sets. If there is a data dependency between an object exclusively contained in a formula and a race spot, the need for manipulating the access sequence at the race spot for testing the corresponding is obvious. For that reason, we extract this dependency information from the specification. In detail, it is the workflow diagram and the simulation that contain this information.
In the following list we summarize all information we provide for the specification of Control Patterns:
Common Objects guarded by formulas Common Objects set by races data dependency relation between Common Objects of interest But nevertheless testing is not only restricted to race spots, i.e. not only situations where nondeterminism exists. It is also important where the specification requires a fixed access sequence to a Common Object in order to check the behavior. In that case, we formulate patterns that should not result in a successful execution but in a false program state like a deadlock or an erroneous computation. The result of this is a set of traces which are used to build SANs that form the base for model checking.
Checking Requirements
The two previous sections demonstrated how SANs representing a run of a DOSL-specification or of its implementation are generated. This section shows how it can be automatically checked, whether temporal requirements are satisfied by an SAN. Model checking is done using formula trees. Formula trees contain two different kinds of nodes, depending on the tier of the logic to which their labeling formula belongs. Nodes of the first tier do not exist. Leaf nodes of the formula tree are labeled with formulas of the first tier which are atomic formulas of the second tier. Figure 6 . Formula tree formulas of the second tier are deleted and replaced by nodes label with equivalent atomic formulas of the third tier. Between nodes labeled by formulas of the third and the fourth tier is no difference. This partition of nodes is induced by the fact that formulas of the first tier can be checked in each local state at once, nodes of the second tier are labeled with formulas defined over local states and nodes of the third and fourth tier are labeled with formulas defined over global states. The formula tree is used to calculate all global states of an SAN in which the formula of the formula tree is satisfied. Therefore we will not explicitly calculate the global stategraph of the SAN. Instead, we will evaluate the formula tree bottom up and calculate for each node of the second tier all local states in which the labeling formula of the node is satisfied and for each node of the third and fourth tier all global states in which the labeling function of the node is satisfied. In this way we use the states -local or global -of the child nodes of the formula tree and a function only depending on the temporal operation of the node to calculate the states of the node. If the child nodes are of the second tier and the node itself is of the third tier, all global states are calculated which contain one local state satisfying the labeling formula as formula of the second tier. Afterwards all global states are calculated, containing one local state satisfying the labeling formula.
To allow different assignments to placeholders, the set of states of a node is partitioned among all possible assignments.
When in the case of a leaf node a local state s satisfies the labeling formula of the node, it is searched for a partition of the node corresponding to the assignment from the TIV of the formula to the identification of the control flow of s. If such a partition exists s is inserted in this partition. Otherwise, a new partition for the assignment is generated and s is inserted in this partition. For a node with two child nodes, each partition of the one child node and each partition of the other child node, it is checked whether both partitions are compatible. This means that there exist no two different identifiers assigned to the same placeholder in both assignments. Only in this case both assignments can be merged and the partition for the new assignment can be calculated from the partitions of the child nodes.
We use as example the same formula as in Figure ? ? and demonstrate by some nodes of the formula tree, how model checking is done.
First of all the local logic formulas of the leaves are examined. We demonstrate this by the node labeled with t1:( in.o1fBenchg:append). During a run through the SAN all of its local states are checked, whether they satisfy this formula.
If a local state s is found in which the formula is satisfied, all global states containing s are inserted in a partition of the node. We generate global states, because the labeling formula of the node is a formula of the third tier of the logic. The partition, they are inserted in, is given by the assignment of the control flow identification of s to t1.
A next node which can be examined, is the node labeled with sometime t2 t2:( o1fBenchg:first? o1fBenchg:last = o1fBenchg:len). it is checked, whether no placeholder exists to which the assignment of part1 assigns another value as the assignment of part2. If this is the case, the assignments of part1 and part2 are merged together and a new partition is generated for the merged assignment. Global states of the new partition are in the section of the global states of part1 and part2.
The formula labeling the root node is a formula of the fourth tier of the logic. To examine formulas of object logic only assignments of partitions are considered. A partition is copied from the child node if the condition of the formula is satisfied for the assignment of the partition. In the case of the formula in the root node only those partitions are copied which have an assignment ass such that ass(t1) is not the same identifier as ass(t2).
Conclusions
In this article we presented an integrated approach of testing and developing parallel and distributed programs. We use a specification based approach for testing, where the requirements which have to be satisfied are specified in temporal logic. The relation between design and testing is established by the requirements which have to be tested. During the refinement steps of the design phase the requirements are adapted. We based the whole framework on a combination of object-oriented and workflow modeling. Testing consists of test case specification by control patterns to eliminate nondeterminism and model checking to locate deviations with respect to the requirements. The framework reflects operational elements by the design method as well as axiomatic elements by the requirements specification. Both parts describe the dynamic behavior of parallel and distributed systems from different views. Some remaining challenges are improvements of the generation of test cases as well as optimizations of model checking. Test case generation can be optimized by further examination of dependencies in temporal logic formulas and causal relationships between Common Objects. Model checking can be improved by component based checking which allows to examine only small parts of the program. Further, we plan to apply the framework on industrial applications.
